ABSTRACT. Some sufficient conditions are given for two graphs to have the same matching polynomial (comatching graphs). Several general classes of comatching graphs are given. Also, techniques are discussed for extending certain pairs of comatching graphs to larger pairs of comatching graphs.
I. INTRODUCTION.
The graphs considered here will be finite and without loops or multiple edges.
Let G be such a graph. We define a mtching in G to be a spanning subgraph of In this paper, we investigate non-lsomorphlc comatchlng graphs. As far as we know, no investigation has been made into this interesting property of graphs. We will give some general results on comatching graphs. Then we will introduce various classes of comatching graphs. In many cases, we will give results concerning the construction of pairs of larger comatching graphs from certain "basic" pairs of comatchlng graphs (comatching pairs).
Let us denote the node set of G by V(G) and the edge set by E(G). Let A V(G). Then 
2.1)
Apply the reduction process to G + H by deleting edge xy. Then G' will con-V X sist of the components G and H
x. G" will consist of the components G v and H {x,y}. Therefore we get
But from the definition of pseudosimilar nodes, 
Similarly, by applying the reduction process to G + H we get POOF. Apply the reduction process to P2(A) by deleting the edge belonging to P2"
The reduced graph will consist of two components, each being the graph A. The incorporated graph will consist of two copies of A a. We therefore get m(P 2(A)) m(A)2 + w2 m(A a)2. It is unnecessary to attach A and B to every node of P in order to obtain n a comatchlng pair. This is implied by the following theorem, which is a further generalization of the lemma. Then (P(A), P*(B)) is also a comatchlng pair where the attachments are made to the n same nodes of P in forming the two graphs P(A) and P*(B) and nodes a and b n respectively are used in all the attachments.
PROOF. We can apply the reduction process to P*(A) by always deleting edges incident n to nodes of attachment, until all the reduced and incorporated graphs are either graphs of the form P (A) or A a. The reduction process can then be applied to P*(B) in r n the identical manner. The result will then follow from Lemma I, the Component Theorem 
